Streamlined, two-column, simulated countercurrent chromatography for binary separation.
We report on a numerical and experimental study of two-column versions of streamlined, multicolumn, semi-continuous chromatography for binary separation. The systems combine a flexible node design, cyclic flow-rate modulation, and relayed operation of the inlet/outlet ports to extend the mass-transfer zone over the largest possible length, while keeping it inside the system at all times. One advantage of these streamlined designs is the simplicity of their physical realization: regardless of the number of columns, they only require two pumps to supply feed and desorbent into the system, while the flow rates of liquid withdrawn from the system are controlled by material balance using simple two-way valves. In one case, an extra pump is needed to recirculate the fluid in closed-loop. A rigorous model-based optimization approach is employed in the optimal design of the cycles to generate solutions that are physically realizable in the experimental set-ups. The optimized schemes for two-column operation supply fresh feed into the middle of the system where the composition of the circulating fluid is closest to that of the feedstock fluid, and recover the purified products, extract and raffinate, alternately at the downstream end of the unit, while desorbent is continuously supplied into the upstream end of the system. By internally recycling part of the non-pure cut fraction, the scheme with a step of closed-loop recycling significantly reduces its solvent consumption. The feasibility and effectiveness of the reported two-column processes have been verified experimentally on the linear separation of nucleosides by reversed phase subject to 99% purity constraints on both products. It is shown that our processes compare favorably against single-column batch chromatography, steady-state recycling, and four-column, open-loop SMB, for the same amount of adsorbent; they are also better than the four-column, closed-loop SMB at high feed throughputs.